Press release

VIVANI ORGANIC CHOCOLATE

A modern interpretation of the traditional Aztec drink
VIVANI is breathing new life into drinking chocolate with its fiery flavours
[Herford, January 2019] It enjoyed cult status some 2.500 years ago: liquid chocolate – the
Aztecs revered it as a gift from the god Quetzalcoatl. Although its current interpretation has
a less archaic role to play in society, it still possesses a certain charm. VIVANI has now
captured this charm in a special, artist-designed tin – and it will be on sale in organic food
stores from March.
VIVANI fans are well-acquainted with the
classic drinking chocolate “Hot
Chocolate”. In 2019, it will be enhanced
with a new, artistic design. With the “Hot
& Spicy Chocolate” variety, it will be
accompanied with a fiery and spicy
alternative featuring coconut blossom
sugar. The Divine Drink, Version 2.0 just as the Aztecs would have spiced it,
had they been familiar with cinnamon.
VIVANI is also treading new paths in
terms of artistic design: this time, the
packaging features artwork from the
German-based newcomer to the art
scene, Aziz El Khiar.
»Hot Chocolate 62% Cacao«
280 g | vegan | RRP €6.99
Fine dark chocolate shavings, which perfectly
dissolve in milk or plant-based drinks.

»Hot & Spicy Chocolate 72% Cacao«
280 g | vegan | RRP €6.99
A modern interpretation of the Aztecs’ cult drink.
Bitter chocolate shavings with a spicy hint of
chilli pepper and cinnamon. Refined with coconut
blossom sugar.

About EcoFinia GmbH / VIVANI:
The traditional Weinrich chocolate factory in the East Westphalian town of Herford - a family-owned
company, with a history spanning some 120 years – is the parent company and production partner of
EcoFinia GmbH. Only select raw materials from controlled organic cultivation are used in the production
of VIVANI chocolate. No emulsifiers or artificial additives are used. With over fifty chocolate products,
the VIVANI brand has successfully established itself within the organic and wholefood market since it
was founded in 2000. It is now exported to over fifty countries across the world.
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